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GET 44 YEARS OF ADVERTISING WRITING EXPERIENCE IN THE TIME IT TAKES TO READ

THIS BOOK!You can learn to write compelling advertisements that will make people notice them,

read them, and act upon them. In fact, you can learn to write such powerful advertisements that

people actually go out and demand the product advertised and no other. How can you do this? By

using the same elements that have made top copywriters like Victor O. Schwab excel at their

craft.How to Write a Good Advertisement is a short course in writing powerful, hard-hitting copy that

can help you make your products and services irresistible to potential customers. This remarkable

book has turned many novice mail order entrepreneurs into expert copywriters and many

experienced copywriters into masters of their trade.Whether you are new to the craft or have been

writing copy for years, your knowledge and practice of advertising fundamentals will determine the

extent of your success. How to Write a Good Advertisement presents these fundamentals from the

perspective of a 44-year veteran in the copywriting business. Following these proven techniques

and tips, anyone can write professional advertisements that create a memorable image, pull in

mailboxes full of orders, or attract new customers to their service.LEARN HOW TO:Grab reader

attention immediatelyWrite compelling copy that holds attentionWrite a call to action thatâ€™s

difficult to refuseDesign winning layoutsIncrease the number of ordersConvert more inquiries to

ordersGET ANSWERS TO IMPORTANT TECHNICAL QUESTIONS:Effective advertisement

length...use of color...smart media placement...and much more.
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This book, though it seems a little bit old in writing style, is very good value. It starts with a list of the

100 best headlines ever written and explains why they were so. This chapter alone is worth the

price of the book!This book goes into "why" not just "how" so you can learn how to do it

yourself.You'll find chapters on understanding the emotional triggers, using facts, using proof,

getting people to take action and much more.The examples are incredible, all the way through the

whole book. Every point made comes with an example that proves the point.Its not quite a Tested

Advertising Book however as a book to put on your shelf that you'll open and read many times I

recommend it.

Don't miss this diamond in the rough!This is a very overlooked book which touches on a little bit of

everything, from soup-to-nuts, about writing copy and placing ads.I'm not sure why it isn't mentioned

as much as the more well-known classics like the Ogilvy and Hopkins material is, because it should

be.Although the book was written in 1962, it reads like it was written earlier -- perhaps that's why it's

often not cited by the greats.Buy it today. You won't be sorry.Even if you're already a professional,

the book will serve you well to stir up some good ideas -- maybe even for that promotion you're

working on right now!

This book was first published in 1962. But the lessons are still as valuable and as valid today as

when first published. This is a great manual on how to write advertisement.Schwab is considered

one on the legends in print advertising. He writing is easy to read, well organized and simple to

understand.This is a how to manual. Mr. Schwab starts with the importance of the headline - if you

can't get people to read your ad it has no chance of getting people to buy the product. He gives you

step by step instruction for writing good headlines.From headlines, he goes on to teach about

attention getting layout, showing people the advantages of your product, proving your claims, social

proof and asking for action.Schwab talks about the copy length, subheads and AIDA (Attention,

Interest, Desire and Action).At the end of each chapter is a quiz on the material presented.If you

want an excellent book on advertising and marketing, this is certainly one. If you have absolutely no



experience, you will learn all the basics and concepts from this one book. If you consider yourself

knowledgable, this is a great refresher course.Well worth reading if your job involves advertising and

marketing.

From headlines to body copy, this little book does a wonderful job of explaining the basics of writing

a good advertisement.Written in 1964, the content is a bit dated in its references but the basics of

good copywriting haven't changed. So this book is still relevant for all of us who want to write better

ads and apply the techniques necessary to bring in a sale.Highly recommended.

No one interested in writing DM or doing copywriting should think that one book tells it all, but

instead should collect a library of must-read books. This is one of them. The advice is as true as the

day it was written, in 1962. It constitutes one of the small handful of true classics on writing DM and

advertising. Victor Schwab is right up there with the likes of Ogilvy, Bob Bly and Dan Kennedy. Buy

this Book!But...this book hasn't been revised since 1962, and many of the examples date from the

1920s and 1930s . Language has changed and moved on since then. Arm twisting , formulaic

headlines and catch copy have also lost some (but maybe not all) of their ability to sell.When this

book was written, there was no Internet,email,iPod, , Google or Facebook. The basic assumption

behind this book is the power of the printed word, which means it has to be treated with caution at

times.But this book is as fundamental a part of any copywriters toolkit as a hammer is to a

carpenter. Be aware of its failings. It won't explicitly teach you to write for the Internet, and you may

be puzzled by some of the quaint examples. But, if you read it and make sure to pass the tests at

the end of each chapter, you're going to take giant steps towards becoming a better copywriter.The

reason for four stars is the dated examples. Otherwise a five start Must Buy Book

I've read dozens of books on advertising. This is one of the best. Actual examples of Direct Mail

ads, comparisons between 2 test ads, and posted results add to the value. There are even

Headlines you can use as Templates for your own Headlines. Books by Victor Schwab & John

Caples are the Classics I would recomend. Certainly worth the investment.

I gained a lot of insight about branding by reading "Why Johnny Can't Brand" by Bill Schley and Carl

Nichols. Victor Schwab is one of the key figures from mass advertising's heyday that Schley and

Nichols deem the "Brand Titans." I wasn't disappointed by this introduction to writing advertising and

marketing copy. It has guided me very helpfully in writing many effective web pages on websites.



Since Internet marketing today often shares similarities to the direct-response advertising of the

mid-twentieth century, there is a lot to be learned and applied still today.
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